The pervasiveness of homogeneous and heterogeneous multi-core and many-core processors, in a large spectrum of systems from embedded and general-purpose to high-end computing systems, poses major challenges to software industry. In general, there is no guarantee that software developed for a particular architecture will be executable (that is functional) on another architecture. Furthermore, ensuring that the software preserves some aspects of performance behavior (such as temporal or energy efficiency) across different such architectures is an open research issue. Therefore, this special issue focuses on novel solutions for functional and performance portability as well as automatic tuning across different architectures.
execution of multi-threaded programs. The LLVM compiler is used to insert the code for updating logical clocks.
"Experiences with OpenMP, PGI, HMPP and OpenACC Directives on ISO/TTI Kernels"-by Sayan Ghosh, Terrence Liao, Henri Calandra, Barbara M. Chapmanreviews the performance and programmability of various directive-based approaches for programming GPU-accelerated systems. Authors use Tilted Transversely Isotropic kernels for evaluation of directive-based approaches in this context. "Energy-centric DVFS Controlling Method for Multi-core Platforms"-by Shingyu Kim, Hyeonsang Eom, Heon Y. Yeom, Sang Lyul Min-presents a prediction and controlling approach for dynamic voltage and frequency scaling. Authors evaluated their approach using the SPEC CPU2006 benchmark.
"Performance and Energy Impact of Parallelization and Vectorization Techniques in Modern Microprocessors"-by Juan M. Cebrian, Lasse Natvig, Jan Christian Meyerusing the PARSEC benchmark suite, studies how parallelization and vectorization affects the energy efficiency for Intel(R) Core(TM) i5/i7 and ARM(R) Cortex(TM) A9/A15 processors.
"The PEPPHER Composition Tool: Performance-Aware Composition for GPUbased Systems"-by Usman Dastgeer, Lu Li, Christoph Kessler-presents a compo nent-based approach for automatic composition of performance-oriented applications for GPU-accelerated computing systems. Authors evaluate their approach using Rodinia benchmark suite.
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